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Internal Audit Predicts
$28-,000 Deficit for GSA
Word Processor Service
Robert Burnso~

VonPentz said' next year's
budgets wouldn't be "that affected" if the Council closes the
word processing service by July and
recoups part of the deficit through
the sale of the computer editing and
printing equipment, which cost
GSA about $30,000.
Stopping short of blaming the
word processor woes on GSA
President Ellen Foppes' absence
from campus this sernester,
VonPentz said the three-year-old
service hasn't attracted enough
business because it hasn't had a
manager promoting its services.
"That's the primary reason a lot
of businesses fail - they're not
managed properly or they're not
promoted," VonPentz, a business
student, .said.
"With the right person out there,
I think the business is there," he
said.
But even with an active manager,
VonPentz said it would take time to
build business to the point where
the word processor pays for itself.
"I just don't think it's within the
scope of the Graduate Student
Association to do that," he said.
VonPentz $aid dlaf- by wait1rig
until June to shut doWn the word
processor. the GSA will have time
to find a buyer for the systelll and
will allow students a chance to get
their work off the system.
contlnu«< onp•ge3

An informal· audit predicts a
$28,000 deficit for the Graduate
Student
Association
word
processor if it is kept running
through next year, a GSA finance
committee member said Wednesday.
Bob VonPentz said the word
processor has lost $6640 since
September, will lose another $4500
by July and will cost the GSA
$17,000 more to keep it running
through the 1982-83 academic year.
VonPentz said he will ask the
GSA Council Saturday to shut
Joecavareua
down the GSA Word Processor
This C.pe Buffe/o is /MR of the new collection of.ruffed enfmel hNds from AfTic• donetild to the
department at the end of the
Biology Depertment.
semester.
"My idea is to cut our loses as
soon as possible," VonPentz said.
"It's just not ~orking out the way
we had hoped."
VonPentz said if the GSA
museum is also open during parents Research Foundation.
Council votes to continue running
Len Olson
day when more than 300 persons
Professor Findley was doing a lot the word processor at the projected
of work with New Mexico mam- deficit, "drastic cuts" will have to
African mammal heads of 16 visit the facility, he said.
mals during this time and it resulted be made in GSA budgets.
different species along with a
The collection was officially in his book, The Mammals of New
VonPentz said the entire twobrown bear head and a Dall's Sheep
in 1939. tn the SOs P~ofessor Mexico, Barber said..
.
year
deficit wopld have to come
ram head were recently donated ~o started
Jim Findley, currently biology
Eac:h s~cimen in thecoll~tion is from· nexf'year's appropriations
the Museum of Southwestern chairman, took over as curator of
one of a ktnd because the mammal because the word processing service
Biology's Division of Mammals at mammals and the collection grew.
was . a living animal and is was riot budgeted for this year.
the University of New Mexico.
The museum received support irreplaceable, he said. All the , This would cut deeply into GSA
Bill Barber, manager of the
museum since January, said the money from the Nationai Science specimens . are caJalogued · and appropriations ·of about S7S,OOO
for graduate student research and
heads were donated by William C. Foundation and the University placed in categories.
Briggs, director of the Natul'e
organizations next year.
Conservancy,
a
private
organization.
Mosr of the
taxidermy . was done. by Jonas
·
Brothers of Denver, Colo.
The mammal museum at UNM is
the the lOth largest collection of its
kind in the country, Barbel' said,
40
government has pounced on it as an
Anybody that wants to do any JoeCavareUa
excuse
for giving aid to the Lucas
type of work in the Southwest that
deals with systematics, or field New Mexico Daily LobO Assistant regime which, until recently,
biology of any type dealing with Photography Editor Joe Covoretta refused such aid to avoid commammals, has to come here to do studied for three months in pliance with former . president
Guatemala during the summer of Carter's human rights policy.
the jobproperly," he said.
The museum is primarily a 1981. This is the final in o jour-part
Regardless of how it came to
research and teaching coliection, series. of his obsel'llations during his exist; there is an undeniable (:onbut tours can be arranged bycaUing stay. Some fictitious names ore nection between Cuba and
used.
the biology office, Barbel' said.
Guatemalan insurgents. The United
"We do tours for vari.ous school
States is worried because, as a
Guatemala's future. may depend Guatemalan columnist aptly wrote,
groups or any private gl'oup that
wants to visit us," he said. The on the Cuban situation. The U.S. "You can't invite Fidel Castro to
dinner and not expect to set a place
fOr the Russians, too."
James and Karen Mertz,
Americans
now
living in
Ouatemala, .. have spent .most of
The .Oregon Board of .Higher chancellor, Roy Li~uallen's their adult lives in Latin America.
Education is expected to choose a tesignation takes effec.t.
They went to Guatemala in 1960
new chancellor ofthe Oregon State
after fleeil)g the Cuban revolution.
Highe1 Education System today.
Richard Zita, Director of Public Guatemalan citizens and .even
UNM President, William E. Services and Publications for the Americans who knew the Mertzes
•iBud" Davis is one of three Oregon System, said the position is warned that they (the Mertzes)
finalists for the post.
considered "pretty prestigious, the ·weren't the type of people to be
The person picked will have to Oregon System is considered a seen with. Both said he had contake office July 1; when present model institution."
nections with U.S. intelligence
organizations. The Mertzes live ina
spacious brick home in Guatemala
City, the capital.
•'Americans are so irresponsible
scunetitrtes," said Karen. "They
come down here and encourage the
natives to commit suiCide, to fight a
Today Is ihe last day to withdraw from classes without dean
war they have no chance of win·
appro~••·
ning. Their preconceived notions
After today, iF Ill student Is 1ranted permission from his eolle1e
are
~II wrong. We lived through the
dean, a grade or W/P or W/F wlli be asslped. W/P Is a pilstdng
Communist takeover in Cuba, and
grade at the time of withdrawal and W/F Is a faUinaarade. W/F Is
the exactsatrte things that happened
calculated in the student's grade polnta~erage. . .
Joe c:avaretta
then are happening here now,''
Permission wUI be granted only to those students who demon•
suflet
the
most
In
the
country-.
turmoil
• . The
Poor
quetemelllns
011 his last day iri cuba, James
!llrate a hlllrdshlp case lnvoholng dreUinstances beyond their control •.
Mertz was tied to a tree by rebels netives of the centre/ high/ends ere bll/ntJ dlspleced from their
continued on p,;ge3 homes by en ongoing government umpelgn.

Mammal Heads Donated to UNM

<

·Influence of Other Nations
Guides Guatemala's Destiny

DaVis Awaits Announcement

Today Last Day To Drop Classes
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One-Hour classes Available

Early Aid Requests Encouraged
Cptherlne Jones

White House Denies Spe~ulations
Of Budget Chief's Possible Release
WASHINGTON
Congressional
sources
said
Thursday
"very
rampant"
speculation on Capitol Hill has it
that budget director Da.vid Stockman is on the way out, but
President Reagan said he has not
heard the talk.
Several
Republican
sources
confirmed tl!at "rumor" and "talk
as strong as green onions" have
been circulating through Congress
about Stockman's fate since
members returned this week from
their President's Day recess,
There is some feeling the budget
director, in trying to sell Congress
on Reagan's 1983 budget and its
$9 L5 billion deficit, finally has
exhausted his supply of the precious
commodity "credibility."

But White
House
chief
spokesman David Gergen said the
rumors of Stockman's demise are
"totally
unfounded and the
president has full confidence in

would not be a surprise to him if
Stockman left his post.
The source said staff members of
both the House and S~nate Budget
committees began asking Monday
who
Stockman's
replacement
would be - not merely if the
budget chief was leaying.

him.''
"There are no plans for Mr,
Stockman to resign," he added.
Deputy press secretary Larry
Staff members apparently feel
Speakes quoted Reagan as saying, Stockman has "taken so much
"I have never heard such a thing heat" during .committee hearings
mentioned anywhere."
that his replacement is inevitable,
Stockman's credibility has been the source said, pinning apparent
under attack since a candid responsibility for the rumors on
.
magazine interview published in them.
Democrats have used Stockman's
November revealed a less-thanfervent belief in "supply-side" recent appearances to score
economics. The budget chief of- political points against adfered to quit at the time, but ministration policies, repeatedly
referr.ing to his admission that
Reagan kept him on.
Now, however, one high-ranking statistics used in preparing last
Senate Republican is said to feel it year's budget were not realistic.

Catherine Jones

Illegal Evidence Postpones
Hinckley Case Court Date
will seek to win court approval
to use contested statements
made by Hinckley hours after
President Reagan was shot
nearly one year ago,_
"Jurisdiction in the case now
resides in the court of appeals,"
a spokeswoman for. the U.S.
District Court said. "The March
Actil1g at the- request of. 9 trial date has been postponed
federal prosecutors, a three- pending further developments."
judge appellate panel postponed
The one-page order by the
the trial at least until April 9 to Circuit Court of Appeals for the
(live prosecutors time to decide District of Columbia overrides
whether to appeal an on:ler the directions of District Judge
barring use of illegally obtained Barrington Parker issued earlier
evidence at Hinckley's trial.
in the day, ordering the case
The delay was a hint, but not against the 26-year-old drifter to
firm evidence, that prosecutors commence.
WASHINGTON - A federal
judge Thursday set March 9 as
the trail date for accused
presidential assa.ilant John W,
Hinckley Jr., but within I! ours
an appeals court blocked the
beginning of the case for the
third time.

Do you want to drop a class
and feel you cannot because you
need the credit hours to keep
your financial aid or scholarship? There may still be hope.
Some departments offer onecredit-hour classes that begin in
March.
"Students are eligible to add
these courses up to the starting
day of the class," Jim Acosta,
assistant registnu, said.
Virginia Edgar, associate
director of student aid and
career services, said the grades

We're lool<ing for a few good col- Marines. Being res~nsi~le for their
lege students ana graduates who caJt safety and welfare. Being Itt charge.
That's someth~ no civilian job
fill the shoes of a Marine Cotps offi•
can offer you at 26. Its somethingvety
cer. That's a pretty tall order.
Because 1t means leading othet· few people can ever measure up to.

Ifyou thinkyou'recutfrom the

right mold, see your Marine Cotps
Officer Selection Officer when he
visits your campus or call him, at the
number listed below, today.

Maybe·~ cal) &e

oneotus.
The few The proud. ffteMatitws.

Call your Officer Selection Officer collect at (505) 766·2816

requirem~nts.

The regular procedur~ for
adding classes should be
followed, Acosta said. If a class
is closed, instructor permission
is required to enter the class.
"The classes that are offered
are Ustecl in the spring schedule
of classes," he said. All of the
eight week classes have dates
listed underneath them.

"The deadline to ensure ap. plications will be given full consideration for the campus based
funds, which are SEOG, NDSL and
work-study, is March 1," said
Nancy Erickson, assistant director
of financial aid and career services.
Students may still apply after this
date for the Pe!l Grant which is an
entitlement grant that cannot be
denied if a student is qualified for
it.

think that if they don't apply by
this deadline they can't get
anything," said Ericllson. "But
basically, the sooner they apply the
better,,,

Two Disco Dances Scheduled
Two disco dances wll be held this
weekend in Subway Station a\ the
University of New Mexico.
Today the Black Student Union
will sponsor "Subway Station
Dance Night," with disc jockey
C.J. agd Co. providing the music.
Saturday "South Side" will be
the featured live band sponsored by
SUB Entertainment.

Both dances will run from 9 p.m.
to 12:30 a.m. Admission is $2 for
students at UNM, the University of
Albuquerque and the Technical~
Vocational Institute, and $3 for the
general public.
Subway Station is on the lower
level of the Student Union
Building.

- D e s t i n y · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DailyloboPhoto
continued from page 7
and shot in the head. The bullet
miraculously traveled between his
scalp and his skull and exited on the
other side, After the Cubans left
him for dead he cut himself loose,
severing an artery in the process.
He crawled two miles back to his
home where the rebels had stolen
everything and killed all of his
servants. Eventually he made his
way back to the coast and boarded
a Florida-bound shtimp boat.
"The Cubans are trying to take
over here now," he said. "The
Guatemalan rebels get their guns
and their philosophies directly from
Castro. Even those rebels I've been
unfortunate enough to meet use the
same slang thilt Castro's men did in
'59. The only neople who have
problems are those who try to blow
up army trucks. We've been
threatened several times but there
are a lot of us here. and we all feel
the same way, We have a lot to lose
and we're not going to let the
Communists steal it. I'm sure glad
that we have an American president
who knows what's really 'happening."
·Guatemala's future is a troubled
one. The government presents itself
as a populist mediator between
extremist factions on both the left
and right. But the right and the
government are so closely allied
that virtually all leftist or even
moderate political opposition has
been .systematically elinlinated.
Right-wing death squads,
through threats, assassinations,. and
kidnappings, have made the
prospect of becoming involved in
any non-traditional political
factions a foolish proposition.
North Americans are finally
becoming aware of the crisis in
Guatemala. Unfortunately, as in
the case of Nicaragua and El
Savador, innocent Americans had
to die in the crossfire before the
American press took notice of the
situation. The Guatemalen crisis
situation is a common one in
Central America. United Fruit has
a stronghold over the whole region.
Corrupt U.S.-backed military

-Deficit-

Runyourown eompanyat26.

and total number of hours are
checked at the end of the
semester and it does not matier
when a class was added as long
as
students
meet
the

Late applicants for the campusbased financial aid wi.ll be conStudents applying for financial sidered based on the availability of
aid for the fall semester should funds, Erickson said.
apply now to improve their chances
"We don't want students to
of receiving aid because funds will
be cut next year.

continued fromp8ge1
· A campus buyer for the system
would be preferred, VonPentz said,
so students will still have access to
the service.
He said the word processing
department operated more ef·
ficiently before last year's GSA
Council added $6700 of state-ofthe-art equipment to the system.
Before the purchace, VonPentz
said, the system ran a $6000 yearly
deficit.
.
He said. the . Council had also
counted on an increase in the $11
graduate student fee ~ yet to Win
final approval from the Board of
Educational Finance - to make up
' for anticipated short-term losses on
the word processor.
"In retrospect, it wasn't a good
idea," VonPentz said. "As of yet,
demand hasn't materialized."

regimes that show total disregard
for human rights are the accepted
form of government in the region,
But perhaps the worst problem
exists not in Central America itself,
but here in the United States. North
Americans tend to scoff at those
small "banana republics" that
comprise Central America. They
also seem to believe that the
political unrest is an unaviodable
constant. What most North

Americans don't realize, however,
is that banana production and
coups de tat go hand in hand. The
long history of political instability
in Guatemala and other Central
American countries is the direct
result of North America's meddling
in Central America's affairs.
Therefore, when Alexander Haig
refers to Central America as "our
own backyard," he speaks not only
in geographic terms, but in
economic ones, too. No.rth

ContestDailylol
boPhotoContes1
:DailyloboPhot(
,contestDailylo
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toContest

American corporations have much
to lose should Central Americans,
through war or other means, do
what they've been trying to do for
the last century. What Americans
don't seem to understand, and what
Guatemalans and Salvadoreans and
Nicaraguans have been trying to tell
us all these years is that growing
bananas is fine, but if and only if
they have the right to make that
choice and to also profit by it. Such
has not been the case.

Weekend Special
This Sat. &.. Sun. Only

rolls back it's already low prices
Sam·~

1am Sat.

t Oam • Zpm Sun.

.99c Omelettes
IIr------·--------------------~
3 eu omelette
II
.
1 with any two lnpedlents
1
II for Just .99c and this coupon. I•
I
offer valid Z-17 &:. z..za only
I
I. .

. ..

.. .

I,

·----------------------------

•
~·

....
.(..
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DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

BY RIChaRO m. B€Rthol0
policy like this. Even the most flaming liberal adThe draft is not a subject I'm particularly excited
ministration imaginable c 0 uld not significantly reduce
about these days, II'm 361, but of late it has been in
the news - or at least it has been in the Lobo - and it
our troop strength in Europe or even Korea, !Rev.
certainly is an issue affecting students. Before any .Moon and the CIA must be free to carry on their good
comments, however, Jet me make my position clear. I works), and consequently we are faced with a
consider wor one of the two greatest follies devised by
manpower problem. How do we get an army which is
human society - the other is organized religion both large and competent withqut bankrupting the
country Iassuming the Gipper doesn't do it first)?
and can see nothing good or noble in it. To die for
one's country is not dulce et decorum; at best it is only
The volunteer army clearly does not work. By
necessary and very often it is just stupid,
definition it will select the least desirable material,
even when the civilian economy is as bad as it is now.
But the world is the way it is, and like it or not we
And if the economy is in good shape, who's going to
are a superpower, which means the burden of
sign
up? I mean, what kind of person (other than disco
maintaining some sort of military estolllishment. After
all, you don't get to consume a quarter of the world's ·dancers and gang members) wants to dress like
everyone else, take orders and do stupid things?
resources without flexing some big muscles, and who
Without
question the volunteer army attract:;; the most
wants to lle a malnourished peasant? The problem of
economically and socially desperate elements in
course is the nature and extent of the military, and
society, i.e., the poor, the uneducated, the unskilled.
here I disagree completely with what passes for a
What
this in effect means is that we get an essentially
government in the U.S. these days. The hawks would
brown army led by a quintessentially white officer
likely label me naive, but it appears that our defense
class. Is that what you want, liberals?
requirements could be met by two things; an adequate
The draft, on the other hand if structured correctly,
force of sensible nuclea.t weapons le.g. Polaris,
can be perfectly egalitarian. It should take the form of
Trident, Cruise; not MX, B-1, etc.) and a rather small,
but highly trained and mobile conventional force. The • a national lottery for all 18· and/or 19-year-olds and
include women, who could at least fill non-combat
nuclear arsenal would keep the Soviets from getting
roles. I How much upper body strength does it take to
too pushy in Europe and Japan, while the conpull a trigger?) There should be no way to avoid the
ventional forces would deal with the limited threats !oil
lottery,
except in the most dire medical or hardship
fields, chromium mines, coca plantations, etc,). There
cases, and those with serious religious objections
is no need to keep hundreds of thousands of troops
should be required to serve in aid stations, hospitals,
and tons of conventional weapons in Europe. The
etc. The available pool of bodies relative to the current
Russians may be boring, but they're not stupid; they
manpower needs vyould consequently be so large that
realize - perhaps better than we - that an invasion
an
individual would have a better-than-even chance of
of Western Europe means the end of the world.
missing the service altogether.
"Limited nuclear war" is about as likely as Menachem
Those who were drafted would serve for two or
Begin and Vasser Arafat becoming lovers.
three
years for almost no pay and no benefits !serving
What about combating marxism in the third worl.:t,
your country, remember?) and fill the multitude of
you ask? Who cares? Let the leftists take power. If
positions not requiring extensive training and
they are successful in governing, then they will surely
developed skills.
do business with us, since we have a lot more to offer
than the 'Socialist block. If they are not successful,
Of course the draft in any form stinks, but then so
then national liberation movements will be looking to
do most aspects of the federal governme,nt. And
us for a change. Let's face it, the Russians are just as
consider a likely fringe benefit: if young people were
good as we are at making enemies and can certainly
faced with the draft, they would perhaps become
be counted on to screw up the economies and
more seriously concerned about where the foreign
governments of all those third world nations they are
policy of this country is heading. But then again, my
avidly pursuing. We should lie back and wait; Levis,
generation had a lot of fun in the 60s !protests, drugs,
Coca-Cola and rock 'n' roll will win the world for us.
Woodstock, etc.); why should you people be deprived
Rut don't wait on the edge of your seat for any
of your war?

11/IU YOIJ
PIP& /)()(,1/N
ANO I£THIM
FINISHseNreNC/N6Me!

DOONESBURY
I m/..YOIJ,MikEY, I JlJST

/f.NfJll THAT Jl/PGt W/91/'T

(J(1N6 70 7Hfli)(U A

Yvonne Clum [purple belt] and. David Hubbard !black belt] demonstrate moves in self-defense as they .spar in Cerlisle Gym.

(etters

Reader Compares N.M. Economy to Amputated Legs
Editor:
You reported in your recent is~ue (February 221 the
views of my good friend BBER economist James
McCormick who sees future gains in New Mexico. Jim
tells us "Lack of substantial industrial base has acted
to prevent the state economy from experiencing a

Entertainment

f)ff)

poor performance registered at the national level in
recent month."
He is right. If your legs are amputated they do not
itch.
Paul Jonas
Department of Economics

see7Hirf'

P.A.'5 fill~
~?

I

Nee,
HEel

I

That caused me to recall something the late John F.
Kennedy said in his Inaugural Address:
"If the free society Will not help the many who are
poor, it can never save the few who are rich.''
Arthur H. Prince

~
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Spas Provide Variety of Facilities
Medical Sports Library, he said.
The final component of Southwest sportsmedicine
is the assessment program. According to Defelice, the
assessment begins as a kind of expanded physical. A
patient is given several tests; a physical therapist tests
major muscle groUps; and a nutritional profile. is
prepared. This data is collected, compared with
national averages, and then given to the patient with a
prescription for an exercise program, Defelice said. He
said that the five components of Southwest Sportsmedicine were collected and interwoven about two
years ago.
Other exercise facilities include several full-service
health spas. There are five Nautilus Fitness Ce1,1ters in
Albuquerque. They have whirlpools, steam rooms,
saunas, and indoor swimming pools. The five
locations boast 157 pieces of Nautilus exercise
equipment.
The centers also otrer aerobic exercise classes and
complete lifestyle programs. The Graham Central
Nautilus, 3301 Juan Tabo NE, has a large whirlpool
and steam room, and offers fitness programs, aerobic
dance and slimnastic classes.
The International Fitness and Sports Centers has
two locations. Both centers offer Nautilus and
Universal exercise equipment, along with free weights.
They have whirlpools, saunas, steam rooms and indoor swimming pools.
If you prefer to exercise with members of your own
sex, there are two spas that offer separate exercise
facilities. Torn Young's Athletic Club of
Albuquerque, 2250 Wyoming Blvd. Nil, offers
separate spas for men and women. Each spa includes a
sauna, whirlpool, steam room, swimming. pools,
exercise apparatus, sun rooms, Nautilus equipment,
and racquetball courts. Cosmopolitan Lady, 831 Juan
Tabo NE, is for women exercisers only. The spa has an
indoor jogging track, an indoor Grecian heated
swimming pool, a hydro-therapy mineral whirlpool, a
Finnish sauna, resistance exercise equipment, and an
ultraviolet tanning room. The spa offers classes in
aerobics, exercise and slimnastics.
Pro-Gym, 322 Muriel NE, Liberty Gym Inc, 2525
Jefferson NE, Universal Fitness Plus Center, 6814·B
continued on page R-4

Darrell J. Pelzr

Letter States that Society Must Help Poor To Save Rich
Editor:
In "Commentary by Joe Cavaretta: Shuffle the
Cards And Deal Again" !Feb. 251, his concluding
comment was:
"Government by the rich for the rich.''

$1.1ppJement

'10/J

eA">'1 1 'J'oE"

YoLI I' NO.W THE~E'
A~tE suPPOSED To ,
Sf' illE 'BEST DAYS
OF OcJ~ LIFE---·

UAII) Lob"ai1U will be ctliwd rorh:nl,llh or libcloiH conlellt.

If you've been thinking about losing some pounds,
toning up, or building muscles, the hardest part may
be choosing which exercise spa to go to.
Spas in Albuquerque offer whirlpools, therapy
pools, and Grecian heated pools. There are sun rooms,
steam rooms and ultraviolet tanning rooms. You can
enroll in aerobic dance, aerobic exercise, aerobic jazz,
or cardiovascular aerobic training exercise fitness
classes.
One exercise facility, SouthWest Sportsmedicine,
offers a unique combination of clinical medicine and
exercise. According to Bob Defelice, center director,
Southwest Sportsmedicine is a combination of five
component parts. The first component is a full service
medical clinic that is staffed by a full•time sportsmedicine physician and several registered nurses,
Defelice said.
"The clinic treats sports-related, recreational, and
occupational injuries," said Defelice.
"The clinic uses the services of a consulting orthopedic surgeon and a consulting podiatrist, The
clinic has five fully equiped exam rooms, a treatment
room, and an X·ray room," said Defelice.
The second component of Southwest Sportsmedicine is the physical therapy/athletic training
program. According to Defelice, the program is
similar to those that support college or professional
sports programr,. The facility is staffed by physical
thera11ists and athletic trainers, Defelice said. .
The' activity center comprises the third component .
The center consists of a weight training room, complete with Nautilus, Body Master, and Iron Company
weight machines, and an aerobic dance room, said
Defelice. ·
The fourth component at Southwest Spottsmedicine
is the educational cornpcment. The educational
component operates on a weekly basis, each week
concentrating on a particular sport.
.
"For example, one week we may concentrate on
golfers. We invite a physiologist to come and speak
about major muscle groups used in golf, and a golf
pro will come and spcakontechnique and strategy,"
Defelice said. The program is complemented by a

~

j

,.'

~ '
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Lab Director Offers
Tips To Get in Shape
Robert Sanchez

0.1(. So you've had a long day at school. Then you went to work.
And now you're tired. So you deserve a rest, right?
Does your body deserve what you wJght be doing to it?
If you want to practice preventive medicine and keep in at least
semi-decent shape, the answer is invariably no.
Hemming Atterbom, director of the Human Performance.
Laboratory, said that in order to get into shape, two things must be
kept in mind. One is the oxygen transport system like the heart,
lungs and blood vessels while the second is the muscles.
"You should employ exercises which use a lot of oxygen,"
Atterbom said.
Atterbom said that the best examples of' these exercises include
cross-country skiing and rowing, the latter of which is not so
practical in New Mexico. On a lower level, but good exercises, are
walking (which he said has not received the attention it is due),
jogging, running and bicycling. Atterborn said that swimming was
not as good as the ones listed above because the water is doing part
of the work. Last on the list are the games like tennis, taquetball ••. but Atterbom stressed that the quality of the exersize
depends on the skill involved in the sport.
"Exercises are basically the same for males men as for worn en,"
Atterbom said. "The intensity differs; it depends on the condition of
the person which involves gender, age and level of training."
Atterbom stressed that eqUipment is not necessary in order to get
in shape. Be said that calisthenics or other such ex:ercises ate a good
alternative, but that commercial exercise establfshments can be
good .
He said that when one needs to increase the intensity of exercise,
one should exercise with another person. For example, one might sit
on the shoulder's of another doing Jjushups.
"The universal weight room at UNM is adequate for most purcontinued on page R-4
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tau rant
First
Plaza
Galerla Res.
242-2776
Fridays & Saturdays., 8pm-2am
$3 admission, members free
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+ Tonight Feb 26 5-7pm Members Happy Hour
:
Feb. 26, 27 Michaei.Anthony Quartet
+
March 5, 6 Sierra
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Sun., March 7

:

Special Benifit Show
The Si.mon an. d B.ard G. roup
7-10 p.m.- Members $2,
Non-members $4
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Plan ahead for Spring Break

l

/R~VE/oDGE ~~e~l UNM

Newest Travelodge in town. 55 units Direct Dial Phones, Color T.V.
queen-Size Beds, Individual Heat Control, Heated Swimming Pool,
Air Conditioned Rooms, Near seVeral Restawranto and Shops.
We accept Major Credit Cards,
Luther & VIvian Chambers, owners

265-6961 * 3711 Central NE, Alb., NM 87108
or dial tall free (800) 255-3050

GSA Council Meeting
Saturday, Febnay 27 9::00 a.m.
Room230SUB
I Cnllto order
11. Minutes oftheJanuary23 meeting
Ill. ctmlrmnn's report
A. Fee tncrc!ISC
U. NM Unloh Board
C. Child CnreCoop

D. El~tlons
IV. Commillec-reports
A. Fii!Bncc -

1. Initial budget
2. Poetry Series

recommend~Uons

V. Old Business
A. OA/TA meeting

VI. New Dusfness
A. Orievant!co_mm\Uee for OAJTA's
B. Comrniue_e member1;0m~nsatlon
'V!!. Adjournme11l

Increase Yow Money

50 to 75o/o
Free Introduction to the
Mnuen1011ics System
Monday, March 1 -6:30pm at 5000 Central SE
No a I) ligation - Please call881-3751
after 5:00 pm for reservations

ASUNM Film committee
resents

Richard Pryor in

Alain Resnais'

~DI'~tus:sNII-NOilAIUIS·U I
o..a.c.~"""''!fiiOilDI'OUISIJC

Fri. Feb. 26
7:00 & 9:15pm
SUS Theater

EiiJ&

~

Sat. Feb. 27
7:00 & 9:15pm
Students $1.50
Others $2.00

ALBUQUERQl.JE Mu.SBUM - "Treasure, People, Ships ana
Dreams" is the name of an exh_ibit at the museum
which commemorates a group of Spanish galleons
which sank off the coast of Texas in 1554, the first
sbipwreck in the western hemisphere. Most of the
exhibit is authentic. This is the first time the exhibit
has been seen out of Texas .• It was put together b>' the
Texas Antiquities Committee. It will show through
Feb .. 28. Tile museum's hours are Tuesday through
Friday from lO a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday
from I to 5 p.m. and closed Monda>' and national
holidays.
"Explore" and "New Town and the Railroad Boom
Years" are contiimous exllibitions at the museum. Tbe
fernier is kinetic sculpture designed for children and
the latter is a historic exhibition of Albuquerque.
ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISTS - ''Metro Use '82
Exhibit" is the name of an exhibit Sponsored by
Albuquerque Public Schools and AUA. It presents
worh of private and public middle scllools and high
schools, It is showing at the Downtown Center for the
Arts, 216 Central SW, now through March 6. Hours
are Tuesday through Saturday II a.m. to 4 p.m.
"Craftworks IV," a juried, all-media crafts exhibition
open to all craftspeople in New Mexico, is scheduled
for May through June. All works must be submittec:l
by April 17 with a fee of $7. For a prosepectus write:
Craft works, P .0. Box 1808, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87103, or phone 243-0531.
EL. ARTE DE LOS PINToS -'- Pinto art Will be showing now
through Feb. 26 in the ASA gallery.
GALLERIA in SUB Basement - The Galeria will present
paintings and wood cuts by Ray Levra of Cochise
College now through Feb. 26. Also featured will be
paintings and sculptures by local artists._
THE JoNSoN GALLERY - Drawings by Bill Masterson will
be shown in the first gallery; in the other it's paintings
by Raymond Jonson. Gallery hours are Tuesday
through Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
MAXWELL MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY - "Paintings On
Pottery" by Ann and Carl Beam will be e11hibited now
through May 2 at the museum.
.
"Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo" Ceremonial Art from
Michaacan, Mexico showing until September 1982.
Hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Sunday, 1 to 5 p.m.
TEACH~G GALLE~Y- Presently showing at the Teaching
Gallery is "Lithographs from Tamarind" by the art
department faculty. Serigraphy by unified arts will be
presented now through March 4 in the show entitled
"Graphic Synergy." The gallery is located across from
the department office, room 204, in the art building.
The hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
MYSTICAL CULTURAL ART- On Feb. 28 from 6 to 9 p.m.,
the Casa del Sol in the Student Union Building will be
the site of an art reception, and featured attractions
will be: Spanish/Flamenco music performed by Jose
Ojeda; works by artists Carlos Sandoval, . Jerry
Jaramillo; and Denver Studio artist Steve Lucero
along with Azteca dancers and refreshments.
Admission is free.
HoSHoiJR GALLERY (417 2nd SW) - "The Recent
Paintings of Bill Masterson" is presently featured.
Museum hours are noon to S p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday.
MARIPOSA GALLERY (113 Romero NW)- "Monsters and
Things that Go Bump in the Night" is the feature of
the eighth annual theme show, which will run through
the end of February.
MERIDIAN GALLERY (220 Central Ave. SW) ~ "The
Meridian Group Show," a group show of works by
the Meridian members is running now through March
s. Works include painting, sculpture, and
photography. Hours are Tuesday through Saturday 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday I to4 p.m.
WILDINE GALLERIES (903 Rio Grande NW) -The gallery
is presently featuring a winter group show. March 26
begins "Works by Frank McColloch".
UNM ART MusEUM - In the upstairs gallery a show
entitled "Geometric Formalism In American Art" is
exhibited and will run from Feb. 27 through March 28.
Downstairs, selections from the George Bunzel
Collection along with Alfred Jensen's "Pythagorean
Notebook" will be shown until March 21. Feb. 27
through April4 photography by Ellen Carey will be on
display in the north gallery.

MOVIES

MAJIOWSZE - National folk ensemble of Poland with II S
singers, dancers and mu~icians will be at Popejoy Hall
on Feb. 28 at 8; I 5 p,m. Tickets are available through
Ticketmaster and range from $18 to$12 and half price
for ASUNM/GSA students.
'
To KILL A MocKINOBmD - This classic American play
_comes to the Albuquerque Little Theater begining on
March 5, and will run through March 21. Showtimes
are 8 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday; Saturday at 6
and 9 p.m.; ·and Sunday afternoons at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $5.
THE MAN WHo CAME TO DINNER - This vintage
American play by Pulitzer Prize winners George S.
Kaufman and Moss Hart will be presented at Rodey
Theater Feb. 26 and 27 and Mar9h 4, 5 and 6. For
reservations call277-4402.

·CoNCERTS
NANCY SHADE M'D JON GARRISON will be presented by the
New Mexico Civic Light Opera Feb. 26 and 27 at
Popejoy Hall at 8:15p.m.
THE WOMEN COMPoSERS GUILD BENEFIT CONCERT is
scheduled for Feb. 27 at 3 p.m. in Keller Hall. Tickets
are available through the Fine Arts Box Office. For
more information, call277-4402.
SCHoLARSfUP BENEFIT CONCERT sponsored by the
Albuquerque Music Clubs is scheduled for Feb. 28 at 4
p.m. in Keller Hall.
_
THE NEW MEXICO SYMPHoNY ORCHESTRA presents Nina
Beilina March 12-13 at 8:15p.m. at Popejoy Hall.
ENGLEBERT HUMPERDINK - Tingley Colisuem will
present Englebert Humperdink in concert March 1S at
8 p.m. Tickets are available through Ticketmaster.
RoD STEWART -Rock 'n' roll legend Rod Stewart will be
in concert at Tingley Coliseum March 16 at 8 p.m.
Ticket prices will be $10 for the first 1,000 tickets sold
and $12 thereafter. Tickets are available through
Ticketmaster.
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA OF ALBUQUERQUE will hold a recital
at the .Albuquerque Little Theater March 24 at 8: 15
p.m. Call the .Albuquerque Little Theater at 242-4750
for further information.

AcT~VITIES
A TALENT SHOW, sponsored by SUB Noontime Entertainment, will start continuous competition from noon
until I p.m. on Feb. 24 and continue every Wednesday
until April21. Application deadline for half-hour slots
is March 2. Applications are available from room 217
in the SUB or at Wednesday's noontime entertainment. Prizes include a paid performance at
UNM's Spring Fiesta April 22-25. For more information call277-2328.
THE BLACK STUD.ENT UNION is sponsoring a dance in the
Subway Station, lower level of the SUB Friday from 9
p.m. to 12:30 a.m. The dance will feature the sounds
of C.J. and Company as D.J.
SoUTHSIDE is scheduled to play at a dance Saturday in the
Subway Station from 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. Admission
will be $2 for students and $3 for the general public.
MUSICAL JOKES AND DIVERSIONS Will be presented liS a
benefit fot "The Friends of Music" on Feb. 28 at
Keller Hall at 8:15p.m.
MINI-MARATHoN' The Albuquerque Parks and Recreation
Department will. sponsor its second annual MiniMarathon on March 7 at I 0 a.m. The I 3-mile course
will follow the Paseo del Nordeste Recreation Trail,
which begins at Tucker Ave. on UNM's north campus.
Registration fee is $5 for each person, and prizes will
be awarded. For registration information call 7667427, or drop by the Parks and Recreation office at
121 Tijeras NE.
THE UNM INTERNATIONAL FoLK DANCE CLUB meets
every Tuesday evening. The groUp will meet at the
north end of the second floor of the SUB. Advanced

dancers will meet from 6 to 7 p.m.; beginning to intermediate dancers from 7 to 8; 15 p.m., with 0 pen
dancing from 8 to 10 p.m. for anyone interested.
Charge is 50 cents a person. Teaching is available for
beginners,
ScRABBLE PLAYERS CLUB No, 129 meets Tuesdays at 7
p.m. at .J ao-J ao's Place, 5000 Central SE. Admission
is $1.
WAOON WHEELS SQUAREDANCE CLUB meets Thursdays
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. There is a )ive
caller; refreshments are provided.
UNM BALLROOM DANCE CLQB meets every Friday night at
7:30 in the SUB ballroom. Everyone is invited. The
club gives free mini-lessons at the start of each session.
There is a $1 charge for non-members, with semester
membership $5.
BRoADWAY JAZz CLUB meets Fric:lay and Saturday at 8
p.m. at the Tamarind Restaurant in the Galeria. This
week entertainment wiU be provided by the Mike
Anthony Quartet. The public is invited; membership
costs $30 annually.
UNM CHESs CLuB - Anyone interested in the game of
chess is invited to join a newly formed club that
focuses on playing chess for fun and relaxation as well
as for developing individual skills. This week the
meeting will be at 3 p.m. in room 253 of the SUB.

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
BoGART's (Montgomery Plaza) -This weekend features
Ole Scratch starting at 9 p.m. upstairs, and Shakers is
scheduled for downstairs. Happy hour is Monday
through Friday from 4 to 8 p.m., with folk music by
Ron Torres.
CARAVAN EAST (7605 Central NE)- Buckeroo Parkway
begins playing at S p.m. for cocktail hour; Swamp
Roots furnishes music at 8:30p.m. for dancing.
CHELSEA STREET PUB (Coronado Center) - The easylistening sounds of Dan and Eton will be featured this
weekend. Music starts at 9 p.m. ·
DANBI's (2900 Coors NW) - This week presents the
contemporary jazz sounds of Linda Cotton and
Streetlife. Music begins at 8:30p.m.
FRIAR's NORTH (4410 Wyoming NE) -Back by popular
demand is the rock sound of Listen. Music begins at 9
p.m.
FRIAR's PUB (6825 Lomas NE) - The modern rock
sounds of Wet Sox begins at 8:30p.m. for dancing.
GoLDEN INN (Golden, New Mexico, take State Highway
14 toward the crest) - The Ozark Mountain
Daredevils is scheduled to be in concert at 8 p.m.
Friday. Tickets are $6. Tickets available at Giant
Ticket outlets. For 112 price refund, show student J.D.
card at the door. Three-legged Willy willplay Saturday
and Last Mile Ramblers will play Sunday.
GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION (3301 Juan Tabo NE) Friday night regular admission gets you in to see Ray
Wylie in concert; Saturday Night disco music is
featured. Twenty-five cent drinks from 7 to 9 p.m. all
week long.
NED's (4200 Central SE) - New-wave music by The
Refrigerators is scheduled for this weekend. Music
starts at 9 p.m. .
THE SYNDICATE (Formely The Flim-Flam, 2225 Wyoming
NE) - Folk singer and guitarist Debbie Brown is
featured for dinner music from 7 to 10 p.m. this
weekend; Thursdays and Sundays, from 7 to 10 p.m.
Cliff and Lorrain are providing the entertainment.
CoWBoY's (3301 Juan Tabo Blvd. NE) ~This weekend it
is the country music sounds of Moonpie Dainse Band
starting at 9 p.m.
HUNGRY BEAR (1200 Wyoming Blvd. NE) - This
weekend the country music of D.J. Conkin' fills the
air. Music starts at 9 p.m.
PALOMINO CLUB (2900 Coors Blvd. NW) - The Laurie
Gibson Band will begin playing contemporary country
music at 8:30p.m. Happy hour is from S to 7 p.m.
GJBRALTER's (4800 San Mateo Blvd. NE)- Modern rock
by Trouble starts at 9 p.m. on both Friday and
Saturday night.
.

THEAtER
NUEVo Mllxlco S1! - Music of New Mexican history
translated into English is playing at the Tiffany
Playhouse now through Feb. 28. Curtain times are 8
p.m. Friday and Saturday, and 3 p.m. on Sunday,
ticket prices are $4; $3.50 for senior citizens, students
and children; $3 a person for groups Of 10 or more.
AMERICAN BUFFALO - The Obie award-winning play by
David Name! will run through this Sunday at the
Vortex. Showtimes are Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.
and Sunday at 2:30p.m. Tickets are $4 and $3.50 far
students and senior citizens. Call 247-8600 for
reservations.
'
Bus SToP - The comedy-drama by Pulitzer Prize winner
WilHam lnge will be presented at The Barn Dinner
theater in Cedar Crest now through April 4, Wednesday through Saturday the Barn opens at 6 p.m. for
~ocktails, and 6:45 to 7!45 p.m. for dinner. Plays
begin at 8:15p.m. Sundays, cocktail hour begins at 4
p.m., dinner is served fmm 4:30 to 5:30p.m. and the
play begins at 6 p.m.

Stations on the AM dial:
KRKE
I<DAZ

610
730

KOB
KQEO
I< kiM
I<DRM
KXI<S
KAMX
KZIA

770
93>
1000
1150
1190

1500.
1580

Country music, news
Contemporary Christian music
and programs
Middle of the road, news
Oldies
Christian mu~ic and programs
Easv listening, middle of road
Boautifuf music
(15X) Top40
News, talk shows

first New Mexico Soviet Film Festival

The ASUNM Film Committee w.ill present the following
films this week in the SUB Union Theater:
Blue Collar - Richard Pryor and Harvey Keitel star in
this commedy by Paul Schrader. Showtimes ar.e Friday
at 7 and 9.:15 p.m.
Mon Onc/e D' Amerique- (An Albuquerque Premiere,
also showing at the Guild). Alain Resnais' movie is the
comic study of the unfulfilled lives of three Frenchmen. It is in French with English subltitles.
- Showtimes are at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Films of Ernie Gehr and Red Grooms - Films include
"Eureka" by Genr and "~uckus Manahattan," and
"Little Red Riding Hood" by Grooms. Showtime is
Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Films by Jean-Marie Straub - Twa narratives will be
shown which include "Not Reconciled" and "History
Lessons." Showtimes are 7 and 8 p.m., respectively,
ABSENCE OF MALICE - Louisiana BlVd
ARTHUR - Los Altos Twin .
BARBAROSA - Coronado Four, Far North
THE BoRDER - Far North, Highlancj, Wyoming
BoYS IN !HE BAND - Don Pancho's (Wednesday and
Thursday)
BROTHER SUN, SISTER MooN- Don Pancho's (SundayTuesday)
CANNERY Row - Far North
' CHARIOTS OF FIRE - Wyoming
THE COMING - Coronado Four, Montgomery Plaza
G~EEN IcE -, Winrock II
.MaN ONCLE D' AMERIQUE -The Guild
NICE DREAMs- Don Pancho's (Friday and Saturday)
NIGHT CRoss~G- Far North, Winrock II
ON GouiEN PoND - Cinema East, Louisiana Blvd
PamsT OF LOVE - Lobo
RAIDERS OF THE LosT ARK -Cinema East
REDs- Coronado Four
THE RITz- Dan Pancho's (Wednesday and Thursday)
RoMEo AND JULIETTE - Don Pancho's (Zefferelli's film,
Sunday-Tuesday)
SHoot THE MooN- Coronado Four, Montgomery Plaza
STRIPE.s- Don Pancho's (Friday and Saturday)
TAPS -Louisiana Blvd
VICE SQUAD - Far North, Los Altos Twin
Wn.DERNESS FAMILY- Eastdale
WINDWALKER- Eastdale

klYT
kUNM

l(RST
KOB
kWXL

KHFM
KZ~)(

kKJV

KF.MG

88.3
89.1
90.1
92.3
93.3
94.0
96.3

99.0
100.0
' ' 108.0.

Contemporary Christian music
Oisco
Public Radio - Jazz BlUes Folk
Country
Contemporary easy listening
(94 Rock) Album oriented rock
Classical
Adult contemporary top 40
Beautiful music
Mass.appeal album.otiented rook

(S. Eisenstein) ''Battleship Potemkin"
and ·

(A. Room) "Bed and Sofa"
(English sub-titles)

Saturday Feb. 27 7:30pm
Woodward Hall147 $1 donation
coming Sat. March 6 "Mother"
fn1mhume._

~~!~!!fS
r--.i.99--2;..chi.h;:(:::b-;);:.Tth--.

Febmary
I

·

(

Special

reg,

$ 2 49 ) potatoes, gravy, beans,
'
or role slaw, I roll

4701 Central N.E.

11

265-2510 ·

(aero._, &om Hiland Theater)

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

$1

Fast, FIH Delivery

$1.00 off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 3-15·82

3920 Centrai.SE
262·1662

Monday:
Raices- Latino music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday Night Drama,
10 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Tuesday:
Home of Happy Feet- Folk-Bluegrass music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wednesday:
Homecookin'- Blues music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Thursday:
The Light That Jazz Lit- Jazz music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
~riday:

Jazz Alive/,
7p.m.to9p.m.
Rock Quarry- Rock music,
9 p.m. to midnight
An Hour of Eating - New Wave music,
Midnight to 1 a.m.

1:00. 9:15 !Sat & Sun Mat. 2:30 & 4:46)

the

Saturday:
Hot LiK- Rock 'n' Roll OldieS, .
1 p.m. to tO p.m.
Soul Set- Soul music.
10 p.m. to. 1 a.m.
Sunday
Something Classic- Classical music,
11:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m.
Orient EKpress- International Folk music,
•
5:30p.m. to 1 p.m.
Singing Wire - Native American music,
1 p.m. to 9:30p.m.

RecrtaiiOn 101 h' pubtlshed weekly by the New Me•_lco bally Lobo as a
siJPiement to Its daily pUblication schedUle. _Recrntlon 101 and •he ~ew· Mtlko
billy· Lobo arc no! tlnanelally associated With !he University ofN'eW' Me;~tlco.
Ophllons cJ~pressed jn Retreallon 101 are those of the aulhoi' solely. Noihlns
ptlnt~ In Recrnllon 101 necc:S-Sarlly tepteSCnb the views of the lJ;i!YetSIIY OfNtw
MeJ~:icO.

_

All submissions to Rumllnn iiU become the property or the New
b•lly lobo.and w_lll be ediied .for ltngth and Ubelous tonlein,
Rtc:rntlon 101 Edl!orlal Stair:

Mt~kO

Managiilg Edilor ••• , ••. , •• , ••4••• •• , , •. , , , , , ............. RobcrtSanchet
SlaffAssislanl .• , ~.,., •• , ••• , •• , •• , .. H••• •• , •••••••• , •••• ,EddiCTaroya
Photography Editor.,,.,.,,, ..... ,,,,.,, .. ,..,., .•• ,,, .. , ..... BUI W(chler
Graphic~ Director, ........ ,., •• , •• , H,., •••• , , •• ·~· .••••• DuaneMcGrt'gOr

•

'-.

1
1

L--~:~~.!.o!dl~o.!!.g.!!.~!:::-=2:!9~:--·.J

KUNM RADIO SCHEDULE

Stations on the FM dl•l:

KANW

presents-

lamounne~

~!
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Mortar Board Slates Open House

Photo Deadline Changed

-Spas----------con finued from pege R·1
Academy Parkway West NE, and Sporting Event,
3415 Bryn Mawr NE, all offer programs in weight
tra!ning and body building.
.
.
!so kinetic Fitness Inc., offers programs m resistance
exercise equipment. This equipment affects an
exerciser both aerobically and muscularly at the same
time. They have 22 different exercise machines; each
exercises a different part of the botly.
Some health clubs also have racquetball courts. The
Executive Sports Club, 40 First Plazl! Galeria, has five
racquetball courts, along with a Nautilus area,
swimming pool, whirlpools, steam rooms, a sauna, a
health and juice bar, and a pro shop. Tiley offer

"execusize" fitness classes and cardiov!lscular aerobic
training. Another spa with racquetball courts is the
Rio Grande Yacht and Sporting Club. The Club's
eight racquetball courts and health spa are private.
Supreme Courts Racquet and Health Club, 4100
Prospect NE, has 12 racquetball-handball courts.
They have a sauna, whirlpool, steam room, weight
room, and Nautilus exercise equipment. Tom Young's
Athletic Club and Spas of Albuquerque has 18
regulation racqutball courts.
There is no lack of si:lection of exercise spas in
Albuquerque, but you may end up getting more
exercise than you expected just trying to decide. between spas.

Defense, Common Sense Best Protection
Brasher said Monday night sessions are mainly for
Kim Pickle
beginners. He added that the classes are open to
There's nothing like nipping through the morning
everyone:
men, women, children, students and nonpaper while finishing a good cu~ of c?ffec ..
students.
The articles give pretty good detail about what you
For more information about the sessions, contact
heard on the news the evening before, but there's one
Carl
Brasher at 881-1450 or Gary Purdue at255-2721.
particular article that sounds all too familiar: Another
Another Karate class is offered Tuesdays and
individual has become a victim of rape Thursdays from 4 to 5 p.m. upstairs in the SUB.
Albuquerque's most frequently committed violent
Classes are taught by Terry Geary, a black belt in the
crime.
In 1981, the Albuquerque Police Department· Kojasho system.
Geary said the major emphasis of his sessions is on
handled 230 rape cases. And according to Bob Casey,
the art of Karate, with self-defense the byproduct of
APD Crime Analysis Sergeant, only one in eight rapes
the work-outs.
are reported to the police each year.
"Physical conditioning and fitness is emphasized in
In 1980, the Rape Crisis Center handled 568 rape
the sessions, with a foc\IS on the traditional perspective
cases and in 1981, the Center handled 728 cases, 28
of the art," said Geary.
percent more.
Cost of the classes is $10 a month, and the sessions
Pat Good, counselor at the Rape Crisis Center, said
are open to people of all ages, male and female,
the major problem in dealing with rapes is that people
student and non·student. For information concerning
in general do not know how to react upon conclass sessions, contact Terry Geary at 256·1375.
frontation with a criminal.
Geary said nine theories of self·defense are in"Self-defense i.s stressed at the Center," Good said.
corporated into two-man forms. He said 18 posture
"We try to make people aware that such a criminal act
positions - nine animal and nine element moves can happen to anyone."
are studied and practiced through llis sessions.
According to general statistics from the Rape Crisis
Karate places a strict focus on self-defense, but
Center, males are victimized by rapists also.
according to Brasher, there arc several other points
It's easy to think such a crime will never happen to
involved in the work-outs.
you - until you are the victim. But there arc many
"The philosophy behind Karate emphasized in our
methods to ward off an assailant.
sessions is self-awareness, motivation and discipline,"
Karate, a Japanese system of unarmed self-defense,
said Brasher. "We also stress the proper use of Karate,
can be used as an efficient method of defending
which is to use it only if someone attacks you.''
yourself.
Brasher also stressed that full-contact is never made
Carl Brasher, brown belt and president of the UNM
between partners during tile Work-outs. He said
Karate Club, said Karate is an art and a skill which
sparring and fighting is taught but controlled.
emphasi.zes self,defense.
"We train students in the safest, most effective way
"Karate is a pattern of movements," said Brasher.
possible, and control of fighting abilities is stressed,"
"In training, you fight an imaginary opponent using a
said Brasher.
series of certain blocks, punclles and other
When an individual begins Karate, he is a white belt,
movements.''
and testing sessions for subsequent belts require
Karate classes are held through the club every
knowledge and performance. of various forms and
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday from 5:30 to
techniques. The order of Karate belts is: white, yellow,
7 p.m. On Mondays, classes are held upstairs in tile
blue, green, purple, brown and black. Upon receiving
SUB; Tuesday, Thursday and Friday classes are held
a black belt, up five degrees of accomplishment can be
in Carlisle Gym.
tested.
Gary Purdue, a fourtll-degree black belt, teaches the
While a person can receive training in self-defense
classes offered through the club as well as Karate
through various classes offered, common sense plays
classes offered through the UNM Physical Education
an important part in safety measures. Avoiding
department.
walking alone at night or walking in dangerous parts
Cost for the class as of March 1 is $25 for the first
of the city will in:;ure personal safety and may keep
month, $15 for each subsequent month. This amount
you from being the next victim of a violent crime.
allows each person to attend all four nights each week.

Steve Sandoval

-Shape
continued from page R-1
poses," Atterbom said. He Mid that a well-rounded weight program
should include 11-14 exercises,
He added that some health spas are advertising heavily but that
they are not necessarily for good health.
·
''Commercial places call be good -if the staff is qualified- but
necessary they are not," he said. "You can get in shape with a little
common sense and information. But they charge an arm and a leg.
What it boils down to is the quality of the staffand the motivation of
the person.''
However, Atterbom said that keeping in shape does not
necessarily prolong life, although it can prolong one life by
preventing a fatal condition such as cardiovascular trouble or some
other disease.
As p!irt of a well-rounded training program, Atterbom recommended that a person include at least three aerobic (exercises which
use oxygen) exercises and two to three muscle training exercises a
week.
Atterbom explained that the Human Performance Laboratory,
part of the physical education department, is available for students
to test physical aspects of performance and receive counseling for no
charge, but that it is all done on a time-available basis. He said tl!at
presently there is little time available for non-departmental actiVities.
He added that there is probably no other place where one can get
consultations and testing for free.
"We try to accommodate students but we are limited," he said.
For more information call 277-4441 or write to Joltnson Gym,
University of New Mexico, 87131.

The deadline for the New
Mexico Dal(v Lobo Photo
Contest llas been moved from
Monday to Wednesday,
·
Unlike previous years, the
contest will have both feature
and
news
photography
categories and contestants may
enter up to three photos in each
category.
First

prize
for
news
will be a $100 gift
certificate from UNM Photo
Services.
The
feature
photography winner will receive
$100 worth of photographic
p!iper from Reed's Camera
Center.
Second prize for both
categories is $50 gift certificates
from KLR Audio/Visual and
photogr;~phy

Robert Sanchez
MAKING LOVE

Making Love, distributed by Twentieth Century Fox, is a social film
which analyzes homosexuals as a minority. It will rank with Ordinary
People in terms of social impact.
The film depicts a happily married couple, Zack (Michael Ontkean) and
Claire (Kate Jackson), both with successful careers.
They are happy, that is, until Zack begans to find that feelings for other
men are awakening within him. He hides his feelings from Claire successfully until one day she explodes in fury, demanding to know what the
problem is. Zack tells her of his feelings in a scene packed with emotion.
Claire must face that she might lose eight years of marriage.
A twist to the film is that it is a love storY. There is still a strong bond of
love between Claire and Zack. Claire desperately tries to hold on. Zack is
lost in confusion between the love for his wife and. the newfound love for
Bart (Harry Hamlin).
Zack at first tries to convince himself that he is just curious about gays,
Bart has his own problems dealing with relationships, and is not able to
help Zack cope with his problems.
Jackson, Ontkean and Hamlin give excellent performances, the best seen
in any recent movies. Jackson's former image as one of Charlie's Angels is ·
lost as she portrays a loVing wife struggling to hold her marriage together.
Ontkean and Hamlin both remarked that it was especially challenging to
play their rol~s realistically since neither is gay.
The film also used a unique narrative form. The actors and actresses
themselves respond to questions about their feelings and the film is actually
a flashback.
Hiller was very innovative in making this narrative work in the film.
Although it is not necessary, it is a definite plus to tile quality of the moVie.
The movie is a success, however, because of the acting.
"1 could draw from a lot of sufferings,'' Jackson said in a recent in·
terview explaining her experiences which helped her play the part of Claire.
"the preparation was different than anything I've ever done before,"
Ontklean said. "It gave me a total sense of isolation." Ontklean said that
to try to get a better sense of the isolation his character receives, he slept
nights at the Fox studios.
The screenplay was written by Barry Sandler whose previous works
indude The Duchess and the Dirt water Fox and The Mirror Crack'd.
Sandler said that he wrote the movie from an "accumulation of feelings
I've had ... I wanted to shatter the stereotypes. I had to be willing to
expose myself. There was a lot of resistance to writing the script."
None of the cast, producers or director (Arthur Hiller- Love Story)
were certain if the film would be a success.
''I wake up every morning with doubts about the movie," said Dan ·
Melnick, one of the producers of the movie.
"Women are confident in the film," said Alan Adler, the other producer
of the filrn. "1 was worried about men, but men liked it better.''
The movie is the first that seriously delves into a minority, homosexuals,
and ultimately gives the audience a positive outlook on the subject.
However, the trend seems to be growing. Personal Best is based on the
same theme.
"I think all society will benefit," Melnick said,
Sandler said that the movie was tested and that heterosexuals who saw it
carne out surprised. Both men and women have gained .something from of

queso, green chile stew and nachos during happy hour.
The design and atmosphere of the Hungry Bear may
HUNGR\' BEAR
be its strongest selling point.
Large windows allow mtJch natural light in, and
Lookirg. for a place to join friends for an after-work
partitions which double as planters full of healthy
drink, or just a place to enjoy music and meet new
green plants of all kinds seperate the dance noor and
bar area from the seating area.
people in a relaxed atmosphere?
If you are, the Hungry Bear may be the place you
Tables are close together but not close enough to
want to go.
make you uncomfortable.
The Hungry Bear, formerly the Friar's East, 1200
Perhaps more importantly, you don't have to yell at
Wyoming NE, offers a lounge with ample seating, soft
your friends because the music is too loud.
lighting and friendly service if you want a drink.
Solomon said the Hungry Bear tries to get a variety
And if you are hungry, the Hungry Bear serves
of bands, mostlY out of town bands that play ''variety
lunch from II a.m. to 4 p.m. and dinner from 5 to 10
dance music.'' Solomon said the music was "not disco
p.m.
and not rock."
•
For those of you who have the "late-night mun·
'tonight Gary James, a band from Los Angeles, will
chies," there is even a late-night menu of hamburgers,
be playing.
.
french fries and other traditional favorites to satisfy
ln addition, D.J. Cookin, a local band, appears at
your hunger. The late-night menu is offered until I
the Hungry Bear on Sunday's for your musical ena.m.
joyment.
Jeff Solomott, manager of the Hungry Bear, said
A $1 cover charge on Wednesday and thursday, $2
prices for lunch tun Up to $5, while dinner prices
on Friday alld Saturday nights is reasonable.
average around $6.
All things considered, the Hungry Bear is a good
If you aren't hungry and want to drink and listen to
place to spend an evening.
music, the Hungry Bear has happy hour from 4 to 7
Take one hi ill, however, if you're not into crowds:
it.
p.m. Monday through Friday, with two: for-one mixed
Go early.
.
.
.
.
.
"I want as many people to respond to a movie as possible," Sandler
drinks.
.
The Hungry bear attracts all ages and the good ume
said. ''I certainly hope this reaches an audience be~ol!d h!)mosexua\s.': ..
Tft~~t; i~ iiiS,o, Mqt11PJiP!ertta~Y. ~llf!:e! .<l~ F\1\1~ ,c,o,n,,, .Y.0.4 \Viii P!JY~.'Yi)l,tp:t~~ you want to go back again.

Beaumont
Newhall,
a
renowned photogr11phy
historian, Mark Nohl, a
photographer for New Mexico
Magazine, and Jim Fisher, an
Albuquerque Journal photo
correspondent, will be the
judges for this year's contest.
The winners will be announced March 8 in a special
issue of the Dai£v Lobo.
·
Complete rules for the contest
are available at Marron }{all,
room 138, in advertisements in
the Feb. 5, 12, 15 and today's
issues of the Dal/v Lobo and in
an article in the Feb. 3 issue of
the paper.

Vehicle Design Competition Planned
For High School, Mid School Students
Bill Pinnell
The Department of Mechanical
Engineering is sponsoring a vehicle
design competition for high school
and mid school students in conjunction with the University of New
Mexico's College of Engineering
open house today.
Awards in three age categories
will be presented to the students
whose 4.wheel vehicle most efficiently uses a given amount of
potential energy to travel the
greatest possible distance.

Editor's Note:
Making Love opened across the coulllry Feb. 12. It is due Ia open in
Albuquerque slwrt(v.

the third place winners will
receive $25 gift certificates from
Kurt's Camera Corral.

The vehicles, which must be
smaller than I 0 square inches and
weigh less than five pounds, will
free roll from an 8-foot ramp and
travel across a low-pile carpet
carrying a steel ball.
The competition will be held in

SUB Will Ask
$350,000 in

Student Fees

the atrium of the Mechanical
Engineering Building.

Sunday in the Hokona Hall lounge
from 2 to 4 p.m. to acquaint
prospective members with the
chapter and to provide an opportunity to meet current members.
All students entering their senior
year this fall with a 3.0 grade point .

average or better arc eligible for
Mortar Board, designed to honor
seniors selected on the basis of
scholarship, leadership and service.
Thirty-five students will be chosen.
Mort&r Board works to provide
services, to promote equal opportunities for all, to emphasize the
advancement of the st&tus of
Women, to recognize and encourage
leadership and scholarship, and to
help members raise ·their selfawareness.
Membership applications, due
Monday,
are available from the
Through the development of high-power laser devices that were
laser technology, sbme of the basic not available to us just a few years Dean of St11dents Office, 117 5
assumptions o(modern physics can ago," Scully said. "For example, Mesa Vista Hall.
Completed applications may be
now be tested for the first time.
· we can now influence' the rates of
brought
to the open house or
Dr. Marian 0. Scully, director of nuclear reactions using lasers. Tllis
the UNM Institute of Modern is something new and surprising return.ed to the Dean of Students
Optics and an internationally and something we're quite excited Office.
recognized pllysicist, will talk today about.
about how lasers are being used to
test t)]ese assumpti6ns.
"On the other hand, the other
part
of the colloquium will cover
The talk at 4 p.m. is in room 184
the
utilization
of laser devices, not
of the UNM physics and astronomy
building, 800 Yale Blvd., NE. as high-power devices, but as ultraAdmisson is free and the public is high-precision devices . to make
measurements of Einsteins's theory
invited.
of general relativity, which after all
"There are several aspects of these years still is not terribly well
current science and pbysics that are measl,lred or experimentally Valerie Gerard
now accessible to us because of verified.''
KNME, an affiliate of the Public
Broadcasting Service, will attempt
to raise $145,000 in its second
fundraiser of the .season, partly to
compensete for recent federal
budget cuts.
The money raised during the
fundraiser, which
run March 5
through March 21, will go toward
programming
acquisition,
books on statistical measuement, own research and consulting.
engineering costs, and replacing
will speak today at the Anderson
obsolete equipment, supplies and
School of Management on the use
The United States is suffering its utilities.
of statistics to improve produc- worst productivity slump since the
"The special programming
tivity.
Depression, with only a little more during the fundraiser will be geared
than 70 pe>cent of our total to attract people who don't norHis presentation de"scribes manufacturing ability in use, the mally watch channel 5," says Greg
statistical productiVity technology Wall Street Journal reported Peterson,
public
information
and shows how it accomplishes Tuesday.
supervisor
for
KNME.
Summers believes
increased productivity.
l<NME is licensed and operated
statistical techniques can overcome
worker·employer problems and by UNM and the Albuquerque
Performance
measurement
Public School system. For the past
reverse this trend.
techniques have been brought to
two years 47 percent of the station's
their fullest utility in Japan, where
funds bas come from the University
efficient record-keeping has been a
The lecture is sponsored though through state appropriations, 9
Anderson
School
of percent from APS, 21 percent from
key to the success of that nation's the
technology capabilities.
Management Foundation. The federal funds through the Cor·
Summers will discuss Japanese lecture, scheduled for 2:30 p.m. in poration for Public Broadcasting
methods and their applicaton to room 112 of the Anderson School, and 23 percent from community
American workers as well as his is open to th~ public.
contributions. Community contributions include individual
donatons, direct mail donations
and underwriting by local
businesses.
"We expect to lose from 25 to 40
The lecture is sponsored by the percent" of the federal grant, said
Management today at 2:30 p.m. in
affiliates of .the school of Peterson. "We will have to rely
room 112.
The speaker, George W. Sum- management through the Robert 0. more and more on the commers, is a professor of business Anderson Schools of Management munity."
statistics at the University of Foundation.
In December 1981, KNME set a
Arizona in Tucson.
Summers holds a doctorate in goal of $110,000 for its fundraiser.
operations .research from Case · At the end of nine days, pledges
Institute of Technology. He has totaled $82,000. "The last quote
held positions as research diVision was $140,000," said Peterson. The
manager with Prudential1nsurance difference came from direct mail
Company and survey research contributions and renewal of Takedirector with the American Medical Five, the KNME program guide.
Association.
Presently KNME holds two
Summers is the author of six fundraisers a year. That is one half
Gamma Andromeda.
books and co·author of a basic text of one percent of the broadcasting
The observatory is located one in statistics. He is a member of the time for which KNME is asking
block north of Lomas on Yale. American Statistical Association money, Peterson said.
4
Admission is free and children and past national president and
' We're sure
we can do it;''
under 12 must be accompanied by fellow of the American Institute of Peterson said. "We have a loyal
Decision Sciences.
all adult.
viewership.''

Laser Technology Provides
Opportunity To Test Physics

. Fundraiser Set
To Raise Money
For KNME-TV's
Broadcast Costs

Author To Discuss How St~tistics
May Help To Improve Productivity
Dennis Pohlman
Benjamin Disraeli, a prime
minister of Great Britain during the
reign of Queen Victoria, once
remarked that "there are lies - and
there are damn lies - and there are
statistics." Many would agree.
But statistics play an everincreasing role in life, predicting
trends, improving performance and
aiding decision making. Understanding performance measurement
and how to use it will become very
important.
Dr. George Summers, University
of Arizona professor of business
statistics and the. author of six

will

Statistics Expert Slated To Speak

Mark Ballance
College unions by their nature
are not sulf-sufficient, says Cliff
Holt, director of the Student Union
Building.
The SUB is no exception and will
require about $350,000 from
student fees for the 1982-83
academic year, Holt. said. The SUB
required $300,000 to operate this
year, he said.
He said SUB expenses will total
about $1.8 million, but that the
SUB will generate only about $1.5
million, mostly from food sales.
"Our operating budget is
comparatively small for a college
this size," he said. "The University
of Arizorta, for example, with
30,000 students, has a budget of
$5.5 million for a union two and
one-half times the size of ours.''
Holt said the largest
expense from the budget is about
$900,000 for labor, $5001000 of
which is spent in food services.
About another $500,000 wll be
spent buying food.
With 147,000 square feet of space
to light and heat, the utility bill for
the SUB will be about $130,000 for
the year, and $145 1()00 will be spent
on maintenance or "housekeeping
expenses,'' said Holt.
Holt said he wants to expand
further the services the
provides to students and would like
to sec it become the hub of activities
atUNM.
As for the deficit · the SUB
operates under, Holt said, "I full
Well realize I can't reduce it
completely," but he said he will
reduce it as far as possible and still
maintain student services.

A nationally recognized expert
on business statistics will speak
about "Improving Productivity
through·
Performance
Measurement" at the University of
New
Mel(ico
School
of

Campus Telescope Focuses
On Star Cluster, Binary Star
The University of New Mexico
campus observatory wiU be open to
the public today from 7 to 9 p.m.
The observatory's telescopes will
he focused on the nebula in Orion,
an open star clUster and binary star
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One of the two college honor
societies for se.niors is now in the
process of selecting members for
next year's chapter at the University
of New Mexico.
The Maia Chapter of Mortar
Board will hold an open house

j
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Track Seeks High Finish in WAC

'Coppelia' Performers Shine; Production Doesn't
Leslie Donovan
"The third time's. a charm" or
"three strikes ~ you're out" and
for the Southwest Ballet (SWB) it's
a bit of botl't after their full-length
production of Coppe/ia last
weekend.
· SWB's presentation of the
romantic ballet classic, Coppe/ia,
tried to balance charmingly
execu.ted principal roles with
sometimes unbearably inept en.
semble work.
Needless to say, the balance
didn't.
The principal roles, danced by
San Francisco Ballet artists Evelyn
Cisneros and Kirk Peterson, were
artistically inspired and well·
developed, but the corps' uneven
execution and inattention to detail,
particularly gestural detail, was
inexcuseable.
Though often these dancers
revealed fine technical background
in their legwork, they also showed
an astounding Jack of the fundamentals of· arm movement and
upper body positioning which
Jack Germann
implies a fault, not in the dancers,
but in their training and direction.
Irene Rae/ and Jeffrey Sspannsn psrlorm In ths Southwest Ballet's Coppelis.
Granted, SWB is a young
company, barely a year old, with
NM not NY ambition, Even so, the
company can hardly be called
Up
· inexperienced · after three major
productions in the last year.
~er~ee
While in the first two productions, the ensemble sloppiness
1844'Lomas NE • 842-0059
might be excused by inexperience,
Thto Valdi'.E f•mUy WJ\'ing NN Mll.'"l<o shn:v 193l
I
OPI:.N Mooday lhru Saturday 7•10:30
I School 9r l.aw - John Field Simms Memorial in this third production the problem
becomes a basic weakness which
·~some Second Thoughts on the First
I Lecture
Amendment" by Robert M, O'Neil, president of the lies at the root of SWB's future
University of W[sconsin System, tonight at 8 p,m. in
success.
room 2401 of Branon Hall.
U_NM Chapter of the Albuquerque Mountain
For a company unofficially
RtsciJt Council- Mc:cting tQnight at 7:30 p.m. in seeking official recognition, SWB
room 231-E of the SUB.
I
must attend to such details of
ASUNM Film Commltlte
dance's
physical/visual
Saturday, 7 and 9:U p,m. - The Albuquerque
arrangements
if, in light of inpremiere of Mon Oncle d'Amerique, a complex comic
I study of the unfuU'illt;d lives of three disparate creased local competition, they
Frenchmen all awaiting the return of the pro'lerbial hope to remain a credible force in
li~lt 1 oer customer \l(llh coupon
I rich American "'ncle. French, with subtides.
Amtrlc•n ftbrktUna AssMJJtlon presents il$ the local ballet scene and if they
,Expireoi 3·15·82
I nrstTheAnnual
Open House today from 3-6 p.m. in the
non-transferable ·no cash value
1 Lillie Turdc: Condominium R«:eplion Room, 7500 hope to create well-rounded
1 Prairie NE. ASM 108 C for further information.
At The Corner of Yale and Lomas
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Buy one WHOPPER® sandwich,
get another WHOPPER®
lree!
Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer.
Void where prohibited by layv.
Valid only through March 5, 1982

Good only at: 1916 Central S.E.
One per person please.

Shutterbug?
Take a look at the latest in
photogr$phy equipment and
techniques.

dancers with. any chance for success
outside Albuquerque.
Still, ignoring the corps sections,
SWB's Coppe/ia was. made
bearable, even enjoyable by the
saving grace, skill ;md expertise of
the guest artists.
As Swannilda, Cisneros was
delightful, filling her combil:mtions
with humor, capriciousness and
strong, razor-sharp phrasing, while
Peterson was equally exciting wi.th
lithe, limber transitional elements
which
were
extraordinarily
kinesthetic.
The San Francisco couple's
performance was dynamic, lively
and professional. SWB is to be
commended for bringing them to a
city which would not ordinarily see
such fine artists, though SWB's
almost total dependence on such
artists for local recognition is
unfair.
aut, while the local dancing was
often sadly inadequate, a handful
of local dancers happily excelled.
As the Burgomaster's daughter,
Irene ~ael was well-schooled with a
delicate sense of folk elements and
Jeffrey Sepannen, often partnered
with Rae!, also showed a great deal
of improvement over his first
performances last year. Now,
Sepannen's execution possesses
certainty, style and above all the life
that makes dance an experience not
just a two-dimensional vision.
In the Dawn sequence, Krisin
Haase proved very strong
technically, though her lack of
lyricism .made her work, which
should have been fluid, seem a bit
choppy.
Dana Sample danced the Dance
of Hours and Prayer sections with
all the lyrical grace, evocative
beauty and dfortless joy in the art
that first stole the hearts of of
Albuquerque audiences last year.
The 16-year-old Sample's
achievement in the local ballet scene
is phenomenal.

Submissions Being Accepted
For Various Poetry Contests
Academy of American Poets
Student poets at the University of
New Mexico are invited to compete
in an annual poetry contest,
sponsered by the Academy of
American Poets, for a cash prize of
$100.
Local judge Phyllis Thompson,
visiting creative writing professor
from the University of Hawaii, will
choose the best poem or group of
poems submitted to the UNM
English office in Humanities 217 by
the March 5 deadline.
The winner will be announced
sometime in the spring.
Submissions should be typed,
either double-or single-spaced, and
should include one title page with
the poet's name, address and phone
number. No name shOuld appear
on individual poems, and no more"

than eight works should be sub·
mitted. Previously published poems
will be accepted.
· For more infor.mation, call David
Johnson, UNM associate professor
of Englisli, at 277-2345, or the
English department at 277·6347.
Phoenix Poet~y Soclely
The Phoenix Poetry Society
announces its 1982 Poetry Contest.
There will' be two categories with
prizes totaling $120. Deadline for
entries is April 31 (postmarked).
Entries must be recieved no later
than May 15. Winning poems will
be announced at the Society's June
meeting. For further inforntation
send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Contest Chairman
Dolores Seats, 7010 W. Cambell,
Phoenix, Arizona, 85033.

Saturday Brings Soviet Film Festival
Carlos M. Moral!!s

Read

COM INC
THIS MARCH
/!'11' Tllli NI~IF <HEXTCO DAnY 1.080

The Russian Studies Committee
at the University of New Mexico is
presenting the first New Mexico
Soviet Film Festival beginning
Saturday.
On Feb. 27, Battleship Potemkin
and lied and Sofa, two silent
Russian films, will be shown in
Woodward Hall Room 147
beginning at 1:30 p.m.
On March 6 two other silent
Russian films, Mother and The
. EXtraordinary Adventures of Mr.
West in the Land of the Bolsheviks,
will also be shown in Woodward

Hall beginning at 7:30 P,m.
"We want to expose people of
Albuquerque to Russia and Soviet
films and the ones we will show
have to do with changes in Russia
before and after the revolutions of
1905 and
1917," Natash a
Kolchevska, director of the RUssian
Studies Committee, said.
Kolchevska added that she hopes
the film festival will be an annual
event but that the availability of
Russian flms can be a problem.
There are English subtitles to all
of these films and a one-dollar
donation is being asked ror admission.

The WAC and Big Sky Conference indoor track championships
will be held in Pocatello, Idaho this
weekend, with New Mexico expected to battle Brigham Young
and Air Force for second p)ace.
nxas-El Paso, tbe defending
NCAA champion in both indoor
and ou.tdoor track, is expected to
win their ninth consecutive title.
Although UNM has never won
the conference title in indoor track,
Lobo athletes still hold the WAC
records in the high hurdles, 600yard run and the long jump. UNM
also has the third greatest number
of individual event champions (30)
after UTEP and BYU,
The Lobes have also dominated
several of the WAC indoor events,
winning the 500-meter run seven of

the past 10 years, and the mile relay
five of the past 10. The two-mile
relay has been the sole territory of
UNM and UTEP during the past 10
years, with four wins for the Lobes
and six for the Miners.
Fatwell Kimaiyo will attempt to
win the high hurdles for the third
time, which would make bim the
first individual to win that event
three times.
Dwayne Rucld has already eKceeded last year's winning mark in
the triple jump (48'4"} by 4'6" in
competition this season. His jump
of 52' 10" qualified him for the
NCAA Championships to be held
in Detroit later this year,
Fide lis Ndyabagye has leaped one
foot further than last year's winning long jump of 24'5" and also

pas.1ed the WAC record of 25'3" by
two inches earlier this season.
Pete Serna and Roger Moore will
run against Olympic-type competition in the middle distance (800
and )000 meter) runs. Lobes
Ibrahim Hussein and lbrahimu
Kivina will have to be at their best
to outrun the reknowned Miners,
Kivina is a former world record
holder at 5000 meters and Hussein
placed 21st at the NCAA Cross
Country Championships this past
fall, which made him UNM's first
and only· All-American athlete this
year.
The Lobes also qualified their
two-mile relay team of Moore,
Serna, Hussein and Maurice Smith
to the NCAA Championships with
a time of 7:27 at a meet last week at
Northern Arizona.

Women Swimmers Host Regionals
The Lobo women's swimming team, fresh off a big win at the
Utah Invitational, will compete at home this week in the Region
Seven swimming and diving championship.
Colorado State, Wyoming, Utah and Brigham Young will join
UNM in the five-team meet. "CSU is definately favored," said
UNM coach Bill Spahn. "Tliey have too much depth, and we can't
m;itch up with them.
"We don't have a full squad," Spahn said. "You are allowed to
h[lve 22 members on your team,.but we only have 10."
Spahn said Linda Aki, Terry Kraemer and diver Karli Tjelle, who
has already pre-qualified for the NCAA tournament, have the best
chances to make the national finals.

Golfers To Pia!! in Monterey
The second,ranked Lobo women
golfers are on the road again this
weekend, playing against one of ~he

Women's Softball Team Opens Spring Season
Drew Merrick
Lobo women's softball coach
Susan Craig is expecting a tenacious
and hard-hitting brand of softball
from in-state rival New Mexico
State when her team travels to Las
Cruces this weekend to open their
spring season,
"New Mexico State is very
aggressive both at the plate and on
the basepaths; they'll be coming at
us," said Craig. "The in-state

rivalry factor will also ;~dd some
intensity to the games."
The Lobos finished 7-5-1 during
the fall season, and three of those
victories came against the Aggies.
"We beat them three out of four
last fall, but that was last fall. It's a
new season," said Craig.
The Lobos finished ninth in the
nation last spring, but only five
starters from that team have
returned. Team captain Bobbie
Smith, who hit .300 to lead the

team in the fall, is back at second
Replacing Goff at catcoer will be
base. Shortstop Claire Miller, first
freshman Diane Settle, who tied
baseman Paula Congleton,- center
fielder Meg Connors, and pitcher Smith for the lead in RBI's during
the fall season with five, Former
Allison Maney also return.
"We lost some very talented Lobo basketball player Kelly Sparr
players from last year's team," said has joined the softball team and
assistant coach Ken Johnson, moved into the starting line-up in
"Replacing Tippy Borrego, a 29· right field. Freshman Kathy Grof
game winner for us last year, and will start at third and power-hitting
catcher Tammy Goff, a .326 hitter, freshman Michelle Madrid will start
will be difficult. But we have some in left field. The other starting
pitcher will be Michelle Mills.
promising freshmen."

Men Second in John Burns Invite
The Lobo men's golf team, personal reasons, and earned his
second in the John Burns way back on the squad by winning
Invitational last weekend in the qualifing playoff before the
Hawaii, will get some ·time to .. spring season started.
prepare before their .next meet over
spring break.
"St. John is now a junior who
Dwayne Knight's team finished has some experience and is more
with an 893 team score, five shots mature," Knight said. "If he can
behind Nihon (Japan). "We got play well all year, it will be an
beat by an excellent team," Knight added bonus."
said. "But we played well, except
Don Hurter, one of the Lobo's
for around the greens.
top
players when he's on his game,
"The greens were hard, and you
opened
with a 71 before shooting
had to hit the ball short of the pin
and let it run up," Knight said. two dismal rounds of 80 to end up
"We're not good at adjusting to at 231. "Don was a little disapconditions like that in the middle of pointed in his perfor.man~e in
the round, but we'll have to learn to •
be a better team."
The Lobes were paced by walk·
on Tony St. John, who fired rounds
of76, 73, and 74 fora 223 total. St.
John had played for the Lobes last
year before leaving the team for
277-5656,

Conceptions
Southwest can

DON'T
Inquire unless you've got what it takes.
it isn't easy helping students plan their financial future

If You
•Have above par intelligence
•Have a competitive outgoing nature
•Wish to associate with the .business corrmunity
then this position is well worth considering

This employment offer is not for everyone. Thi~ position
requires self starters who are able to work approxrmately 15
hours a week while maintaining a full class load. Earning
potential is well above other parHime employment. Juniors
preferred; others considered depending on qualifications.
!;or en interview call Terry Maness
at NML, 883·5360

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
The Quiet Company

.

'

Hawaji," Knight said. "He is from
there and was playing before his
home crowd. He knows he'll have
to play better for us·to be sue-..
cessful."
Hurter will drop off the traveling
squad for a While, Knight said.
"It's something he wanted to do.
He felt like he wanted to earn his
place on the terun. r think his action
is commendable. I know he has an
e;xcellent attitude and will work
hard to come back.''
UNM is back in action March 17·
20
at
the
Conquistadors
Invitational in Tucson, Ariz.

"Our goal this year is to gain a
berth in the NCAA tournament,"
said Craig. "With so many young
players l don't expect us to peak
until mid-April."

top fields of the year at the Lady
Spartan Invitational in Monterey,
Calif. beginning today.
The three-day, 54-hole tournament will have some of the top
names in women's collegiate golf,
including Tulsa, North Carolina,
and host San Jose State. The
Tarheels are ranked first in the
most recent standings released, and
San Jose State defeated UNM by
eight shots last week in the Arizona
Invitational.
"It will be like a mini-NCAA
championship," said UNM coach
Henry Sandles. "It is just a
phenomenal field."
UNM will send the same team as
last week to the tournament. Susan.
Sanders, Dana Howe, Theresa
Schreck, Debbie Wright and Lucy
Castaneda will compete for the
Lobos. Sanders shot two rounds
below par on her way to second
place in Arizona last week.

Lob OS Host Doubleheaders ·
The Lobo baseball team will try to pull their record over the .500 mark
when the Colorado State Rams visit Lobo Field for a pair of doubleheaders
today and Saturday. The.J-4 Lobos are coming off a successful four-game
home set with Utah. ·
The Lobos took three of four from the Utes, thanks to some clutch
hitting by catcher Barry Brunenkant and some good relief pitching frc;>m
newcomers Dan Hale and Joe Perrotte.
David Steinberg and Mark Beeson will start for Coach Vince Cappelli's
UNM squad today. The starters for Saturday's action Will depend on
whom Cappelli doesn't use today. The games will begin at I p.m. today
and noon .on Saturday.
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Fi\ST,

ACCUJ{ATE, ALl, Typing Include&
Sf81lll!lar, punctuatiool, TypArt.
lOS Stanford, SE. 262-1865.
2/26
T\'l'JNG, PROFESSIONAL QUAI,IT\' Typeright,
265·5203.
311
PROFt;SSIONAI, TYPING, REASONAIILE
Extensive secretarial experience. IBM Selectric liL
· 299-6256 or 299-2676.
2/26
TYPING • FAST , ACCURATE • Reasonable,
Casscue Transcription, 247·2583,
3126
HOUSECLEANING .SERVICE. WEEKLY or
monthly. Exc.dlent references. LEA 2.6a·3894. 2/26
ACULE;t( FOR ALL word processing needs: thesis,
dissma\ions, resumes, 83 I ·3181.
2/26
TVPING·PROFESSIONAL QUALITY Pfl>nto at
Kinko/Pronto; TLC at no extra charge, We will edit,
1</P, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
C\lff~~liOn~, ~p~lling,

1. Personals

VOLUNTEERS FERVENT!.\' SOUGHT: to. help
living Uatch llook~tore from Central Ave.
to 106 cornell. Sunday afternoon, Feb. 28th, lpm.
.llccr,
2/26
COOI{IE RAMA:. Fcbru~ry 25, 26,27 14 cookie~ for
the price of 12. Whcre7 Nob Hill Bakery 3500 Centra!
SEat Central and Car~llsle.
2/26
LINDA MAJELLA COME rain or shine, your smile
brightens my day. Tommy.
3/3
BASS PJ.A YER WANTED for progressive rock
band. Originals and some top 40. 286·1362.
3/3
CUINESE IIIJFFET, CUEAPI All you can eat,
Lynch $3.QO, Supper $4.50, Sumlay Brunch $3,00,
Jao-Jao's Place, SOOO Central Ave.SE.
tfn
DEAR WEIN~;R: HAPPY B:Day, You'renoi getting
older, you're getting better! I love you. Margie. 2/26
CIIAPARRELS, THE TEXAS Tw.ins arc behind you
(don't bend over).
2/26
IIAPP\' 6TH MONTUIVERSAR\' Sweetheartl !
love you I Babes.
·
2/26
CYNTHIA, IIAPPY BIRTIIPAY, wcallioveyoul
mov~ th~

IIAI'I'Y DJRTIHli\Y GARNI!TIII Twenty years
nidi No more kid stuff. Drag, We love you!l
-Leslie, Denise, Lil, .Ialeh and Kim.
2/26
~ii'JUNG IIREAK lli\t'T trip! Oct some Sttn and ha,vc
'omc fun. Mar~h 15·20 Ill~ llend National Park. All
food. transportation 11nd equipment from
Albuquerque $275.00. llob 345·4032 or 883·1459 for
further information.
3/J
I'ASSPORT, J.D. PIIOTOS 2 for $4.001 Lowest
prices In town I hst, pleasing, short walk from UNM.
Cull 265·2444 or cme to 123 Wellesley S.E. between
Girard and Carlisle, corner of Silver, Hours: 10-6
weekdays, Satur<!ay 9·5.
tfn
FINEST Sl\I.~;CTION m· uniqt!e and lr.a.dllional
go I<! wedding sets. Charlie Romero Jewelers', 293·
6901.
5/1
ACCURATE INFORM.I'.TION ABOUT con·
traception, stcrilimtion, abortion. Right to Clloose.
294·0171.
tfn
I'IIIWNANCY TESTING & COUNSEI.ING. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
CONTACTS.POI.ISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical CompanY on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WE IIOT IHStRIIIUTOIIS. Prescription eyeglaso
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styl~s), go}d
rimles~. S~4.50 (regular $~~.00), Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Mennul N.E.. across from l.nBelles.
tfn
ONI.X 52.35. TWO fann-fresh eggs, tw() homemade
chemical free sausage paHies, tW() slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe. Cotner
of Girard, Central and Monte Vista 268-7040.
tfn
SS IIUYS IIEST TIP of the week. Daily Lobo will pay
SS for the best news tip we receive every week.
Sources. can remain C<>nndeniial, ~ut Editor must
have your name lo PaY witmer. 217·5~56, ask for
Newsroom.
tfn
EN'IIIUSIAST.IC WOM~:N SOCCER players
needed for Albuquerque team. Experience In soccer
or other sports preferred. Information call268-7064
or.277-2$BJ.
2126
CAI,VIN KI.EIN Jt:ANS only S3S. Indian Wrap
skiru S7 .99. Indian Tops $6.99, All sweaters
drastically reduced mMore Than Bags, 101 CQrneU
S.E., across from UNM.
2/26
M<.'A'r, DAT l{t;Vmw in Physics, lliology, Oeneral
Chemistry, Organic,. sponsored by Ptc-Med Club
members $30.00. Non-members $45.00. For more
mforrnntion caii277-656S or come. by SUB 24"0,
3112
MoN~;y FOR NEXT Fall. We can help, Southwest
Scholarship Service, P.O. llox 148()~. Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87191.
3/5
WUAT ARE YOU DOING Saturday Night?
Compare Unlimited, a computerized people matching
~crvicc, is just starting Its person to person friendship
introduction service here in Albuquerque. This is a
new opportUnity to make a real difference in now you
spend your Saturday (or any) evening. Our system Is
unique, unlike any Other "Dating Service;'' and is
completely confidential. For application and FREE
htformalion, write: COM!' ARE UNLIMITED, P,O,
llox 25643, Albuquerque, NM 8712S.
3/2
.t:XTRA MONE\'1 'Ire Bureaucracies and
organizations short changing you of your money's
worth? Order "Ueat the Uurcaueracy" and regain
some or your hard earned money, control and
respect, Send S6.9.5 to: Build and Harvest, Larry G.
Walsh, P.O.IIox 1497, Sterling, Colo. 807!1.
3/1
CIIEERLEADF.R/STUNTMAN TR\'OUTSI Pick
up applications in Student Activities Center, Room
106, NM Union Building. Applications due March
12. Clinic starts Minch 22. Tryouts April I and 2. Call
277-4706 forrurtherlnformatlon.
3/12
BUY OUR DOGS. books .by the bowser bag at UNM
Bookstore!,
3/2
BLACK CIIHISTIAN GEN1LEMAN seeks a pen
pal: Wr.ite Ulysses L. Carter 3233 Mt. dliead Rd.
S.W. 66E, Atlanta, Georgia3031 I,
3/2
MCAT. PA.T IU:vu:w free introduction lesson. No
obligation. Come give us a .look. Kaplan Educational
C'ctttcr 265·2524.
3/2

llz/26

~

Hill

SII.VER SCARAB PRESS Quality offset printing,
typesetting, layout. Editing and typing services
available. Evenings, 242-8047,
3/3
I'ROFI!SSIONAL TYPING • 75 cents per .double•
spaced page, 898·6118 after 5 p.m.
2!26
MEMORY SYSTEM--INCREASE your memory SO
to 75 percent--See advertisement this issue, Call88h
3751 afler 5pm.
2/26
SEWING: MEND; ALTER create your clothes, etc,
Reasonable. Call' Cloth Bound, 265-7!98,
3/3

2. Lost & Found
~·ouNil:

PAll{ OF rell knit gloves. Please identify
and claim at Marron Hall Room 13 I.
3/2
MALE CAT FOUNP on campUS·'black with White
paws, underside, Inverted wllite V on face. Yellow
collar. Very affectionate. If owner doesn't want him,
please call so I can stop advertising. 299-1732, 1-4pm.
3/4
FOUND AT LOBO game, Feb. 18, binocular
eyepiece. ClalmRm. 131, Marron Hall,
2126
CLAIM YOUR LOST pe>ssessions at CampUs Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily,
tfn

3. Services
IIOLI,ER SKATING I.F.SSONS for beginner, In·
termedlate, and low level advanced children and
adults. Specializing in free style dance. For more
Information please call Kelih 831-4871.
2/3
GUITAR U:SSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guilar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·331~.
tfn
PROFESSIONAL TYPING .BY English/MA editor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266-9550.
3/1
IIOME TYPING·EPITING service. Retired English
professor. Spelling, grammer confidentiality assured,
292·3431.
3/5
TYPING IBM SELECIRIC 255-3337,
3/31
TYPING FROM TilE Word Co. We use a Word
processor for quick turnaround time and accurate
changes. Call 247·2326,
2/26
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CLASSICAL, other
styles. 867·3158.
2/26
TYPING· TIIESIS, PISSERTATIONS, Reports,
Letters, Stalls ileal, etc. Call Annita299·3761. 2/26
DRY CLEANING AT economy prices, $1.00 per lb.
Campus Laundry, 2106 Central Sl!. Open 7·11. Next
door to Baskin• Robbins Ice Cream.
2/26

Covered

.,.,..agon

Makers of Handmade
lndiat'i Jewelry
OLDTO\fYN

FO« RENT q,E,\N one \Jedroqm apartment $145
per month, you p~y utiliti~s $100 deposit. Ten
minutes from UNM in the Northwest Valley. Call
242·2437.
3/2
ROOMMATE WANTED. COUPLE preferred.
Privale bath, private study. I,arge yard, Sill single
$I 87.50 couple, 843-6439 evenings.
3/2
CAMPUS COMPACT APAJ{TMI!NTS: 215 Yale
Uivd, S.E. at Lead. Studio Apts. near stores and
UNM $185 per month. Free utilities, $130 deposit, 6
m11nth lease. Nc;> children, pets, Qr roommates. See
manager at Apt. 2 or call243·62t0 evening~ or 883·
5940.
312
M/F ROOMATE WANTED to $hare 3 beqroom
hous~ near Law and Med, schools. $150.00 per month
plus 112 utilities. W/0 rireplace, piano nice yard,
Serious student preferred. 2S5·4351 after 1:00 p.m.
3/3
PJ{QFESSIONAL WOMAN W/6 year old son needs
roomm~te to share nice house, NE University area,
$17~.00 per month pius utilities. 262·0775 ~fter 7:00
p.m., weekends anytime.
3/3
515 TULANE NE is back on the market, a real steal
at $65,000. I also nave others, Call Susan Beard, the
University area specialist .at Walker-Hinkle Really
256-3814, 26g.455I.
3/3
ONE BEDJ{OOM UNFURNISHED. $185.00 in·
eluding utilities, Lease $12S.OO deposit. No smoking,
pets, or children. Washington Constitution area. 265·
1584,
3/.1
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT in our home,
private entrance, located three blocks off Central in
Historic Huning Highlands. $135/mo. including
Utilities •. 242·4944.
2/27
UNWRNISIIED APARTMENT NEAR UNM·TVI,
$165/mo, plus electricity, Call 242-9158 or 242-781
after 4 p.m.
3/4

5. ForSale
WE . BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription ey~glass
frames. Greenwich. Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54,,0 regular $65.00. Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menual N.E. across from LaBelles.
tfn
JOSPD PANASONIC, LIKE new, 25"frameSI20or
3/1
offer, 843·6071 afler6:oo pm.
MOTORC\'CLF.-MOTOGUZZI 1978 IOOOsp. 6,900
miles. 277-3520, 8:30-5; 294-5631 evenings and
weekends.
3/1.
MOTORCYCLE MOTQ.GUZZII978 IOOOSP, 6900
miles. Excellent condition, Call M·F days 277·3520 or
evenings and weekends 294-5631,
3/2
KIMBALL SWINGER DELUXE 300 fun machine,
excellent condition 298-4981.
2125
81 \'AMAliA SR500 65 MPG call Rich at 296·1373 if
no answer keep trying.
2/26
73 PINTO 7,100 miles, Good tires, runs good. As is
$525,00. Call after 5:00p.m. 268·5305,
3/3
12 n. JOHNBOAT266·3146,
2/26
MILLER SPRAY PAINT Outfit. Compressor and
Airbrush, $75. 268-0321
3/4

4. Housing
TliE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downt()wn, Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from 5720. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishw;.sher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
HOUSESITTER: I AM looking for an apartment or
house to housesit during spring semester (or earlier).
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and. yardwor.k, Catherine, 242·7228,
tfn
LUXURY TOWNHOUSE 3 blocks to UNM, 1800
sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 2\li baths, earthtone carpet,
Intercom, jacuzzi ancl double garage, SlOO/mo, $250
DO, plus Utilities. Hertzmark-Parnegg Re;.lty, 883·
6161 eve., 265·7176.
2/26
FOR Rt:NT: EH"ICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $185/mo., all utilities paid, $100 security
deposit, Fully .furnished-security locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266·8392.
tfn
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share furnished two-bedroom home near Zuni/San Mateo.
Should be neat, responsible, non-smoker. $170 In·
eludes rent and utilities. 268·5208.
2/26
FOR RENT: THREE blocks from campus. lOS & 316
Princeton S.E, Studios • $165, I bedroom • $185.
Adults only. The Anagnostelis Co. 2S6·1086, Bar·
bara.
2/26
FURNISIIEP ROOM AND delicious. food available
in a quiel atmosphere near campus for serious female
students. only $210/mo. Parking available. Call842·
9052.
2/26
ROOMMATE, MATURE FEMALE to share two
bedroom apartment three blocks from campus,
$125/mo., one half utilities, 266·8384.
3/1
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDEP, Furnished NE

'

6. Employment
MARRlED COUPLE WITIIOUT children to
manage 22 unit apartment complex near university.
Apartment plus salary, Apply at 1116 Pennsylvania
NE, Albuquerque, 87110.
2/26
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW being taken for
positions at the Girl Scout Summer Camp In the
Jemez. Mountains. Needed are: nurse, riding starr,
counselors, handyman and kitchen aides, Call 243·
9581 for more Information.
3/12
WANTED FEMALE VOCALIST country-crossover.
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7. Travel
BADLY NEEP TRANSPORTATION to Denver and
back for spring break. Will share expenses. Call Torn,
299-2401.
3/3
SPRING BREAK RAn trip! Get some sun and have
some fun. March 15·20, Big Bend National Park. All
food
transportation and equipment from
Albuquerque $275,()0, Cali.Bob345·40J2 or 883·1459
for further information.
312

8. Miscellaneous
WOMEN A TIILETES: TRY soccer! City teams want
players. 265·1470, keep trying,
3/9

9. Las Noticias
SUNDA \', FEU. 28, 6-9:00pm. Reception featuring
Mysti¢al Cultural Art will be exhibited in the Casa del
Sol, SUB lower level. Presentali!liiS and lectures by
artists, Aztec dancerR. Free admission.
2/26
"LOS PINTOS" PRISON Art Show .last Week on
display at ASA Gallery. Basement SUB thro Friday,
2126, hours 11·4, M·F.
2/26
WANTEP: AN APPLE computer Disk II Drive. Call
883·3000 or 821·7770. Ask for Larry Stroup.
3/1
TilE STUUENTS VETERANS association will hold
their monthly meeting for the month ofMar~h on 3·
2·82 at 7:00 pm in the Child Care Co-op, Mesa Vista
Hall.
3/2
LEn/RIG liT BRAIN: Local workshop explores
proven methods to bener use the other 90 .percent of
your brain power in learning creativity and
motivation. Saturday, February 27 1 9:00a.m •• 4:00
p.m. Call884·9598 for reservations.
2125
MIKE RUNNELS CANPIDATE for Lt. Go~
in the SUB from 10 • 12 on Friday the 26th. He wants
to talk With you. Free Coffee served.
2/26

~-~-------·------,
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Must play Instrument. Experience oecessary, willing
to travel part time working bank. Call 296-S578 nite
294-8726.
2123
EARN $20·$30 RAISING funds for ACOaN t11is
Saturday. Cal! 247·979.2 from 9:00-3:00.
315
WANTED: USPA JUMPM,\STERS, Instructors,
Rigger~. a111l jump pilots. Call 87?.4016 and leave
your name, number and quallrlcation.
3/4
ROCK Bi\NP NEEDS Experienced Bassist and
drummer 60's 70's current "im • 277.2417 before 5;00
265·1061 or Jack 243-0lOl.
312
Lt:ARNTUE ART and science of gardening, Helper
needed in. landscape maintenance business. No experience necessary. Starting pay $3,60 per hour.
Hours flexible, Must. be at..least 18 and have own
transportation. Call Tom Wager~ at 268-3779, 2/26
MARRIED COUPLE WITUOUT children to
manage 22 unit apartment complex near university.
Apartment plus salary. Apply at I I 16 Pennsylvania
NE, Albuq~rque, 871 I(),
)/3
ARTISAN/CALLIGRAPHERS
TO
in·
terpret/illustrate original poetry. Call Mark at !143·
6439 evenings,
2126
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELOR Recruitment Day
will be held March 3, IQ a.m.-2p.m. in the West
Lpbby JotJnson Gym. Come talk to ~amp
representatives,
2/26
WORK-STUDY fiNANCIAL analyst, ask for
Darlene at277-3622.
3/4
WORK·STlJD\' TYPIST needed, ask for Carolyn at
277·3622.
3/4
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2 slices cheese
& small drink
$1.25 plus tax
With coupon 2-22 -· 2-28
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Fourth Annual
New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Photo Corite.st
News Photography
First Prize:

·$100 gift certificate
from UNM Photo Services
$50 gift certificate
Second Prize:
from KLR Audio Visual
Third Prize:
$25 gift certificate
from Kurt's Camera Corral

Feature Photography
First Prize:

$100of photo poper
from Reed's Camera Center
Second Prize:
$50 gift certificate
from KLR Audio Visuol
Third Prize
$25 gift certificate
from Kurt's Camero Corral

RULES f'OR DAILV LOll() PliO TO CONTEST

/, Conttstanrmusl b~ 11 studtnt tit VNM.
1. Black and w"llt photographs only.
J. f.'ntrlts milS/ be mounted and should bt submitted In an envelopt,
4. Entries must btnll smallerthan 5"X1", and no larger than 16"X10",Includlng mounting material,
$, Cunirstanrs ma}' enter up lo thrtt photographs In eath category.
6, No darkrnollt manipulation of photos Is allowtd with tht exi:epl/011 of dOdging iVtd bumlnt.
7. A !!eparatt entry shtti lnrlSI accompany each enlly wlih the contestant's namt, studtnildtnlljlcatlbn
nurnber, nlllribtr of entries and enrry ciltegtlrJ'•

IJ. Entries .!horrid bt brought to iht Dally J,obo, Ma;ron #Ia//,
Wlnners "'Ill be puhllslrrrl In a special l.tsllt tl/tlie IJnlly Lobo, March 8.

9,

Deadline for Entries is March 3

ACROSS
1 Sums up
5 Resorts
9 Number
12.Check
13 Papa's mate
14 Girl's name
15 Near
16 Arab chief
18 Young bear
20 Interjection
22 Diminutive
suffix
24Weasel
sounds
27 Small group
29 Zeus's wife
31 Worthless
leaving
32 Sufficient
34 Valley
36 Conjunction
37 Faithful ones
39 Tidy
41 Printer's
measure
42 Singing voice
44 Fathers
45 Recent
41 Soaks up
49 Heels
50 Despot
52 Fondles
54. Lutecium
symbol
55 River: Sp.
57 Gaseous ele•
ment
59 Scale note
61 Limb
63 Verse
65 Paradise
67 Fuel
68 Spreads for
drying
69 Hurl
DOWN
1 Macaw
2 Decides

'3 Roman gods
4 Nahoor
sheep
5 Metalworker
6Separated
7 Part of "to
be"
8 Algonquian
Indian
9 Prohibited
10 Man's name
11 Continent:
Abbr.
17 Pronoun
19 Above
21 Mature
23 Time periods
25 Methods
26 Emphasis
27 Natural gift
28 Girl's name
30 European
mountains
33 Morays
35 Man's name

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

38 Halt
40 Russian
range
43 Unlocked
46 Heats
48 Stalks
51 State: Abbr.
53 Thus

56 Choose
58 Seine
60 Abstract
being
61 Sllversyrnbol
62 Sun god
64 Digraph
66 Suffice

